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Extension of the full-folding optical model for nucleon-nucleus scattering
with applications up to 1.5 GeV
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The nonrelativistic full-folding optical model approach for nucleon-nucleus scattering is extended into the
relativistic regime. In doing so, kinematical issues involving the off-shell Lorentz boost of the colliding
particles between the two nucleons and the projectile-nucleus center-of-mass reference frames have been taken
into account. The two-body effective interaction is obtained in the framework of the nuclear matterg matrix
using nucleon-nucleon optical model potentials that fully account for the inelasticities and isobar resonances in
the continuum at nucleon energies up to 3 GeV. Diverse nucleon-nucleon~NN! potential models were con-
structed by supplementing the basic Paris, Nijmegen, Argonne, or Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko inversion
potentials with complex separable terms. In each case the additional separable terms ensured that the combi-
nation led toNN scattering phase shifts in excellent agreement with experimental values. With each phase shift
fitting potential nuclear matterg matrices have been formed and with each of those relativistic full-folding
optical potentials for nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering determined. Application to such scattering for projectile
energies up to 1.5 GeV have been made. Good and systematic agreement is obtained between the calculated
and measured observables, both differential and integrated quantities, over the whole energy range of our study.
A moderate sensitivity to off-shell effects in the differential scattering observables also is observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.024602 PACS number~s!: 03.65.Nk, 25.40.Cm, 24.10.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elastic nucleon-nucleus~NA! scattering is known now a
an excellent means of testing nuclear structure@1#. Results of
the nonrelativistic theory for such scattering confidently c
be used as predictive for information required in appl
nuclear technology, where large amounts of nuclear reac
data—including fission cross sections at intermedi
energies—are required for various challenging applicati
such as accelerator transmutation of waste, particularly
elimination of long-lived radioactive wastes with a spallati
source, accelerator-based conversion to destroy wea
grade plutonium, accelerator-driven energy production to
rive fission energy from thorium with concurrent destructi
of the long-lived waste and without the production of nucle
weapon material, and accelerator production of tritium@2#.
There is also a great need for such information to be the b
in analyzes of patient radiation therapy and protection.

With basic science there is the intellectual challenge to
beyond the physics of a single hadron and understand es
tial aspects of nuclear physics from first principles such
QCD @3#. It is generally agreed that the QCD Lagrangi
involves nonlinear dynamics. This makes it very difficu
then to understand nuclear physics fully from first principl
and so most of nuclear physics phenomena are interprete
terms of appropriate effective degrees of freedom. One s
view of natural phenomena in terms of energy scales~Q!
divides the nuclear-hadronic scale into the nuclear struc
regionQ;1 –10 MeV and the nucleon and nucleon-nucle
~NN! region, with structure and substructure scalesQ
;0.3–1 GeV. This large separation between the hadro
energy scale and the nuclear binding scale poses strin
0556-2813/2002/66~2!/024602~14!/$20.00 66 0246
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difficulties to apply nonlinear QCD directly to understan
the physics of nuclei. However, quantitative calculatio
based on effective quantum field theory~EQF! techniques
that arise from chiral symmetry provide an alternative a
proach. At present, this method is being extended to add
few- and many-nucleon interactions. When combined w
first principle calculations of the low energy constants fro
QCD, these EQF may provide a consistent qualitative und
standing of properties of nuclei and of low to medium ener
nuclear scattering.

Besides understanding the structure of nuclei from a Q
point of view, it is of interest to understand the dynamic
behavior of nucleons in the presence of nuclear matter.
relevance of modifiedNN scattering amplitudes in the form
of g matrices in the nuclear medium with mean fields a
Pauli blocking is well known. TheseNN amplitudes and al-
ternative reductions—in the form oft matrices—have been
used with qualitative success in the specification of nucl
densities in stable nuclei and the description ofNA scattering
for projectile energies (Tlab) below 1 GeV. ForTlab above
this limit we expect significant dynamical changes due
dibaryonic fusion with subsequent fission in the short ran
region ofNN subsystems@4#.

Hitherto quite independently, several groups successf
described intermediate energyNA scattering using two
nucleont or g matrices as driving effective interactions@5#.
Among them we distinguish two main philosophies und
which a description ofNA collisions is made and which we
specify as the nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger approach and a
the relativistic Dirac approach@1,5#. Common to both is the
explicit use, and accurate treatment, of an interactingNN pair
in the realm of other nucleons in a nucleus, and the need
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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an effectiveNN scattering amplitude known and defined o
and off-shell. For the more recent calculations of nonrela
istic NA optical potentials in momentum space@6–8#, a con-
sistent treatment of the fully off-shellNN t or g matrices
have been used.

As nearly all availableNN potentials@9–12# have been
fitted to NN scattering data up to 350 MeV, a nonrelativis
treatment of the full-folding optical model suffices for mo
NA scattering applications consistent with the inputNN
model. Recently, however, inversion potentials developed
fit elasticNN phase shifts forTlab,1.2 GeV have been use
within the full-folding approach for projectile energies
high as 500 MeV@13#. Despite the fact that these were no
relativistic applications, they allowed a better description
data relative to what was found previously using traditio
NN potential models. The lack of relativistic kinematics
well as pion production andD excitations within theNN pair
did not manifest itself as a dramatic limitation of the mod
even though the theoretical confidence level was reache
is the primary aim of this work to remove these shortco
ings and formulate a momentum space full-folding mo
usingminimum relativity. With the appropriate modification
to the existing analysis programs we expect to extend
confidence level into the GeV region and to obtain high qu
ity full-folding optical model results at energies as high
1.5 GeV.

Extensive studies ofNA scattering in the context of rela
tivistic Dirac models have been made@5,14–17#. While
these models are closer to a fundamental formulation w
the inclusion of relativistic kinematics and dynamics within
single framework, to date they all have used fittedNN inter-
actions that do not describe the phase shift data well. Th
a serious drawback as it is well established that any fold
model requires a high qualityNN interaction as input.

The description ofNA scattering requires only mode
nuclear matter densities, and thus the need ofNN g matrices
is less demanding. Furthermore only for projectile energ
below 500 MeV are nuclear medium effects predomin
with specific treatment of Pauli blocking and self consist
mean field effects being crucial. For medium and higherNN
energies, meson production and intrinsic hadron excitati
within the interacting pair are important. Consequently tht
matrix no longer is unitary in the elastic channel. Howev
as the low energyt and g matrices are well defined within
potential scattering theory, we seek a continuation ofNN
potential models with anNN optical model potential
~NNOMP!. We have devised and generated NNOMP
0.3,Tlab,3 GeV and applied them toNA elastic scattering.
The calculations are based upon a relativistically correc
full-folding optical model in momentum space that is an e
tension of a nonrelativistic predecessor@6#. Since the Lorentz
contraction scales as the ratio of the projectile energy to
mass, it requires nucleon projectile energies above 400 M
to have sizable contraction effects. It is safe to include re
tivistic kinematics in folding calculations when the project
energy surpasses 300 MeV. Relativistic kinematics is wid
used in pion-nucleus scattering@18–22#. An excellent dis-
cussion on some aspects about relativistic kinematics inNA
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scattering is given in the review by Ray, Hoffmann, a
Coker @5#.

One of the important advantages of finding a nonrela
istic NA optical model potential is its well-defined structu
in terms of interacting nucleon pairs. This framework h
been remarkably successful in the study of low energy s
tering with its link to the nuclear shell model of single pa
ticle bound states. The combination of target correlations
high qualityNN interactions has provided a good first ord
description of theNA dynamics. This nonrelativistic theore
ical approach has been applied with success for many e
gies and targets, and now it is timely to incorporate relat
istic corrections so that calculations can be made w
energies as high as 1.5 GeV.

A brief summary of the current full-folding optical mode
is given in Sec. II and in which the points where relativis
kinematic corrections are to be made are stressed. The
rent experimental situation ofNN phase shift analysis up to
GeV is discussed in Sec. III. We describe also how
NNOMP are determined by theNN phase shift data. In Sec
IV we set the framework of theg-matrix calculations and
specify minimal relativity considerations. In Sec. V som
details of the full-folding calculations and various applic
tions are presented. We discuss the role of the Fermi mo
in the NN effective interaction and analyze the sensitivity
NA scattering observables upon the use of alternative
proaches for the relativistic kinematics. We also examine
tal cross sections for nucleon elastic scattering and differ
tial observables at beam energies from the hundreds of M
up into the GeV regime. Section VI contains a summary a
the main conclusions of our study. Finally, we have includ
two Appendixes. In Appendix A the relativistic kinematic
transformations in the context of the full-folding approa
are outlined as extracted from the articles by Aaron, Ama
and Young@20# and by Giebink@22#. In Appendix B we
present the algorithm we have used to determine
NNOMP from data.

II. FULL-FOLDING FRAMEWORK

In the nonrelativistic theory of the optical model potentia
the coupling between the projectile and the target nucleu
the elastic channel is given by the convolution betwee
two-body effective interaction and the target ground-st
mixed density. In the projectile-nucleus center-of-mass~c.m.!
frame, the collision of a projectile of kinetic energyE is
described by the optical potentialU(E) which in a momen-
tum space representation is expressed as@6#

U~k8,k;E!5 (
a<eF

E E dp8dpfa
†~p8!

3^k8p8uT ~Va!ukp&A11fa~p!, ~1!

wherefa represents target ground state single-particle w
functions of energyea , and a<eF restricts the sum to al
levels up to the Fermi surfaceeF . The two-bodyT matrix is
evaluated at starting energiesVa5mp1E1mt1ea consist-
ing of the mass of the projectilemp , its kinetic energyE, the
2-2
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mass of the target nucleonmt and its binding energyea . The
subscriptA11 indicates matrix elements in the projectil
nucleus c.m. frame and recoil effects have been neglecte
simplicity. In the most recent full-folding calculations of th
optical potential forNA scattering, where explicit medium
effects are incorporated in the two-body effective interacti
the T matrix is represented by an infinite nuclear matteg
matrix @6#. In the absence of these medium modifications,
T matrix has usually been approximated by the two-bo
scattering matrix associated with the collisions of two fr
particles@6,7#. None of these full-folding approaches inco
porate the necessary relativistic kinematics needed for h
energy processes.

The above expression for the optical potential requires
T matrix in the projectile-nucleus c.m. frame. However, m
practical two-body potential models are designed to acco
for the scattering data in the two-body c.m., where a o
body wave equation~a Schro¨dinger kind equation! is used to
construct the realistic two-body bare potential fit to elas
scattering and ground state data. The practical problem
emerges then is how to make use of this description to
tract the needed effective interaction in the projectile-nucl
c.m. with an adequate account of relativistic effects. This
been a long standing problem in nuclear research and var
approaches have been proposed and discussed else
@18–22#. In the procedure followed here we retain the d
namical structure of the optical potential as expressed by
~1! and identify,via a Lorentz boost, the corresponding k
nematical variables involved in the two-body collision. Thu
the transformation of theT matrix from the two-body~2B! to
the projectile-nucleus (A11) c.m. frame can be done b
considering three separate aspects. First, as Lorentz in
ance of the flux is required, an overall normalization factor
usually referred as the Mo” ller flux factor—mediates betwee
the scattering amplitudes in the two frames. Second, the
nematics in the projectile-nucleus c.m. frame needs to
transformed to the two-body c.m. system, which is the re
ence frame where the bare potential model is defined. A
third, the transformation of the scattering matrix from t
two-body to the projectile-nucleus c.m. frames involves
rotation of the spins, an effect referred as the Wigner ro
tion. This contribution has been studied in the context of
relativistic ‘‘no-pair’’ potential for nucleon-nucleus scatte
ing by Tjon and Wallace@16# and was observed to yiel
rather moderate effects at nucleon energies between 200
500 MeV. Although there is no statement about the imp
tance of Wigner rotation contribution at the higher energ
considered here, we shall neglect them in the present w

Consistent with the notation introduced in Fig. 1 for t
coupling between the projectile and the target-stru
nucleon, we denote their respective incoming and outgo
four-momenta:

k5~v̄,k!, k85~v̄8,k8!; p5~ «̄,p!, p85~ «̄8,p8!.
~2!

When translational invariance is assumed, as in the cas
free or particles in infinite nuclear matter, the two-body
02460
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teraction is characterized by the starting energyV and the
total momentum of the colliding particlesQ,

^k8p8uT ~V!ukp&A115h~k8p8;kp!

3^kr8 ,2kr8utQ~As!ukr ,2kr&2B

3d~Q82Q!. ~3!

Here the Diracd function makes explicit the total three
momentum conservation of the two-body collision,Q85Q,
where

Q5k1p, Q85k81p8, ~4!

andAs represents the energy in two-body c.m.,

s5V22Q2. ~5!

The overall coefficienth is the Mo” ller flux factor,

h~k8p8;kp!5Fv~kr8!«~2kr8!v~kr !«~2kr !

v~k8!«~p8!v~k!«~p!
G 1/2

, ~6!

where the energiesv and« are on-mass-shell, i.e.,v25mp
2

1kr
2 and«25mt

21kr
2 .

What remains to be specified is a Lorentz transformat
for the relative momentakr and kr8 . To this purpose we
followed the approaches introduced by Aaron, Amado, a
Young ~AAY ! @20# and Giebink@22#. Although, both assume
a representation of the scattering matrix in the two-bo
c.m., they differ in the way the Lorentz boost is devise
Details are given in Appendix A, where we show that in bo
cases the relative momenta can be cast into the form

kr5Wk2~12W!p, kr85W8k82~12W8!p8, ~7!

with W andW8 being functions of the momenta of the co
liding particles@Eq. ~A4! or ~A11!#. At low beam energies
both prescriptions meet the nonrelativistic limitW;W8
;mp /(mp1mt), as expected.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the collision of the proj
tile with a target nucleon. Quantities in parentheses represen
four-momenta of the colliding nucleons.
2-3
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III. THE NN OPTICAL MODEL POTENTIAL

Of the whole spectrum, low and medium energyNN scat-
tering traditionally is described in terms of Hermitian pote
tials. At medium energies, production processes and ine
ticities become possible and several elementary syst
composed of nucleons and mesons contribute toNN scatter-
ing. At present there is no high quality description ofNN
scattering above the inelastic threshold either in terms
QCD or in terms of nucleons and mesons.

A high quality fit of on-shellt matrices by means of a
potential model is very desirable as it provides extension
the effective interaction into the off-shell domain and into
nuclear medium, which are important dynamical features
few and many body calculations. Many examples using
croscopic optical model potentials for elastic nucleo
nucleus scattering and bremsstrahlung reactions have sh
that it is crucial to have on-shellt matrices in the best pos
sible agreement withNN data at all energies. Concomitant
one needs high precisionNN data against which one ca
specifyNN interactions. To this purpose we have relied on
large body of experimentalNN data whose parametrizatio
in terms of amplitudes and phase shifts are smooth for e
gies to 3 GeV@23#. This is a supposition for the constructio
of an NN potential above 300 MeV.

There are many studies of few and many body proble
in the low energy regimeTlab,300 MeV and the results
have consequences for any model extension above thres
We note in this context that significant off-shell differenc
in t matrices are known to exist among the theoretically w
motivated boson exchange models ofNN scattering. It re-
mains difficult to attribute with certainty any particular d
namical or kinematical feature with those differences. No
locality, explicit energy dependence, and features associ
with relativistic kinematics are some possibilities. In co
trast, there is the quantum inverse scattering approach
which on-shellt matrices can be continued into the off-sh
domain. A specific method is the Gel’fand-Levita
Marchenko inversion algorithm for Sturm-Liouville equ
tions. This approach to specifyt matrices off-shell is appro
priate when the physicalSmatrix is unitary and the equatio
of motion is of the Sturm-Liouville type. Such is valid with
out modification forNN t matrices in the energy regime be
low 300 MeV, and for the unitary part of theSmatrix above
that energy.

In the spirit of general inverse problems, we have e
tended the available low energy potential by additional co
plex potential terms which are determined from a perf
reproduction of the experimental data~here the partial wave
phase shift analysis! for all energies above 300 MeV. Thi
means thatNN optical models were generated separately
each partial wave. The algorithm we have developed allo
studies of complex local and/or separable potentials in c
bination with any background reference potential@4,24#.
Here we limit the reference potential to the well known re
coordinate space potentials from Paris@9#, Nijmegen @10#
~Reid93, Nijmegen-I, Nijmegen-II!, Argonne @11# ~AV18!,
and from inversion@25#. To them we add channel-depende
complex separable potentials with energy depend
02460
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strengths@4#. For a given input data set there is a uniq
NNOMP within a given potential class. Some of these iss
are outlined in Appendix B.

NN scattering is a long standing problem which has be
reviewed often as the database developed. The low en
data has been analyzed by the Virginia group@23# for Tlab
<400 MeV, the Nijmegen group with theNN partial-wave
phase shift analysis forTlab<350 MeV @10#, and by
Machleidt@12# giving the Bonn-CD-2000. Of these, the Vir
ginia group has given many solutions over the years,
latest are for energies up to 3 GeV@26#. We have used their
SP00, FA00, and WI00 solutions in our calculations a
found results that differ but only marginally. Thus hereaf
in the main we refer solely to the results of calculatio
based upon the SP00 solution.

As with theNN phase shift analysis, one boson exchan
potentials have received several critical reviews@12#, includ-
ing observations that there are small variations betw
phase shift analysis and potential models below the s
threshold domainTlab,300 MeV. A theoretically stable re
sult would require many quantities that need be specifiea
priori , to be determined by independent sources. At pres
that does not seem feasible and all current potentials
upon fits of many of their parameters to the same data.
such fits, however, have been made independently of e
other and are based upon differing theoretical specificati
of the boson exchange model dynamics.

Above 300 MeV, reaction channels open and the ela
channelSmatrix no longer is unitary. Only theD~1232! reso-
nance has a low energy threshold and a relative small w
of 120 MeV. Therefore it is the only resonance we expec
be obviously visible in the energy variation of the elas
scattering phase shifts. In particular one notices typical va
tions in the 1D2 , 3F3, and 3PF2 channels. Otherwise the
phase shifts to 3 GeV vary smoothly as functions of ener
Together with the strong spin-isospin coupling, this prope
infers optical potentials that are channel dependent in c
trast to theNA case for which assumed central and spin-or
potentials are partial wave independent. The plethora of
action channels that open to 3 GeV, and the requiremen
an NN optical potential prescription, mean that it is an inte
esting task for a microscopic model to link QCD substru
tures toNN scattering phase shift functions in analogy to th
successful prescription by whichNA optical potentials have
been determined by folding effective interactions.

To describe this developing system for 0.3,Tlab
,3 GeV we used Feshbach theory to specify the opt
potential. An important feature of that theory is the proje
tion operator formalism withP andQ subspaces, which di
vide the complete Hilbert space (P1Q) into the elastic scat-
tering channel, theP space, and the inelastic and reacti
channels, theQ space. This infers a complex and separa
component in the optical potential with an energy depend
strength. If a very large number of intermediate states c
tribute, the effect equates to a local potential operator.

A covariant description ofNN scattering formally is given
by the Bethe-Salpeter equation

M5V1VGM, ~8!
2-4
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whereM are invariant amplitudes that are based upon
connected two particle irreducible diagrams. This equat
serves generally as an ansatz for approximations. Of th
the three-dimensional Blankenbecler-Sugar~BbS! reduction
is popular and sufficient for our purpose to define anNN
potential @12#. The amplitudes are now expressed with t
reduced terms and they satisfy a three-dimensional equa

M~q8,q!5V~q8,q!1E d3k

~2p!3
V~q8,k!

3
M2

Ek

L (1)
1 ~k!L (2)

1 ~2k!

q22k21 i«
M~k,q!. ~9!

Taking matrix elements with only positive energy spinors,
equation with minimum relativity results for theNN t matrix,
namely

T ~q8,q!5V~q8,q!

1E d3k

~2p!3
V~q8,k!

M2

Ek

1

q22k21 i«
T ~k,q!.

~10!

Using the substitutions

T~q8,q!5S M

Eq8
D 1/2

T~q8,q!S M

Eq
D 1/2

~11!

and

V~q8,q!5S M

Eq8
D 1/2

V~q8,q!S M

Eq
D 1/2

, ~12!

a simplified form of thet matrix is obtained. It is the familiar
Lippmann-Schwinger equation

T~q8,q!5V~q8,q!1E d3k

~2p!3
V~q8,k!

M

q22k21 i«
T~k,q!.

~13!

The strategic importance of this result is that it defines
sensible continuation of at matrix, constrained on-shell b
the experimental data and phase shift analysis, into the
shell domain as required by the full-folding optical mod
Thus we do not rely primarily on a fundamental theoreti
result but rather on experimentalNN data and the moderat
sensitivity ofNA scattering to alternative off-shell continua
tions. It is an important result also of this analysis that o
shell equivalentNN optical model potentials yield very simi
lar NA scattering observables—irrespectively of differenc
in the off-shell domain and the constraint off-shell continu
tion defined with Eqs.~9!–~13!.

IV. IN-MEDIUM EFFECTIVE INTERACTION

A crucial step in the description ofNA scattering pro-
cesses has been the definition of an effective interac
02460
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based on the bare two-body interaction in free space. S
has been the philosophy of the early~local! folding models
and the most recent nonrelativistic full-folding models@6#.
The effective interaction,T in Eq. ~1!, is obtained in the
framework of Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone for theg matrix.
The extension of this approach to high energy applicati
requires a minimal account of relativistic corrections. Alo
this line we have followed the discussion by Brockmann a
Machleidt@27#, where a relativistic three-dimensional redu
tion of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is used to describe
interaction between nucleons in the nuclear medium. If o
matrix elements between positive-energy spinors are ta
then the medium-modified invariant amplitude in an arbitra
frame reads@cf. Eqs.~A17! and ~A18! in Ref. @27##

GQ~q8,q;s!5VQ~q8,q!1E d3k

~2p!3
VQ~q8,k!S M

E~1/2! Q1k
D

3
MQ̄~Q;k!

1
4 s1 1

4 Q22E~1/2! Q1k
2 1 i«

GQ~k,q;s!.

~14!

Here the momentumQ represents the momentum of the pa
with respect to the background, andQ̄ the Pauli blocking
operator which projects onto unoccupied intermediate sta
For the above expression angle averages have been used

u 1
2 Q1ku2' 1

4 Q21k2, and thes invariant has been defined a
s54E(1/2)Q1q

2 2Q2. This approach, in the context of th
Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approximation, has been
plied with reasonable success to the study of infinite nuc
matter @27# as well as finite nuclei ground state properti
@28#.

An appealing feature of the above equation forG is its
direct connection with the bareNN potential model in free
space. Indeed, adopting the same definitions as in Eqs.~11!
and ~12!,

gQ~q8,q;As!5AM

Eq8

GQ~q8,q;s!AM

Eq
~15!

and

V~q8,q!5AM

Eq8

V~q8,q!AM

Eq
, ~16!

the following equation for theg matrix is obtained:

gQ~q8,q;As!5VQ~q8,q!1E d3k

~2p!3
VQ~q8,k!S Ek

E~1/2! Q1k
D

3
MQ̄~Q,k!

1
4 s1 1

4 Q22E~1/2! Q1k
2 1 i«

gQ~k,q;As!.

~17!
2-5
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The above Dirac-Brueckner approach differs in a no
trivial way from the conventional nonrelativistic Brueckn
approach. The density dependence of the one-bo
exchange interaction by means of effective Dirac spinors
the explicit relativistic kinematics are features which have
counterpart in the traditional Brueckner approach. Howe
with the suppression of these relativistic dynamical effe
we can extract a minimum of relativistic features needed
the nonrelativistic model. In our approach self-consistenc
demanded with the following choice for the quasipartic
spectrum:

Ep
25p21@M1U~p!#2. ~18!

As in the usual Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone approach,
quasipotentialU(p) is obtained self-consistently with the us
of the continuous choice at the Fermi surface. As a fi
check, we consider the case of two nucleons interacting
free space, for which the Pauli blocking operator becom
the identity and the nuclear self-consistent field vanish
Furthermore, if the interaction is described in the pair c
(Q50), then theg matrix corresponds to the free scatteri
matrix T as described by the BbS equation@cf. Eq. ~13!#.
This limit is immediately verified upon substitution ofAs by
2Aqo

21M2, with qo the on-shell c.m. relative momentum
Thus,

T~q8,q;As!5V~q8,q!

1E d3k

~2p!3
V~q8,k!

M

qo
22k21 i«

T~k,q;As!,

~19!

which is the nonrelativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equati
with the pole at the relativistically correct momentum.

The other case of interest is infinite nuclear matter, wh
the relativistic structure of the quasiparticle spectrum int
duced in Eq.~18! can be assessed considering the follow
power expansion in terms ofU/M :

Ep
2/M'2S p2

2M
1U~p! D1M @11O„~U/M !2

…#. ~20!

If we substitutep2 by the angle averaged quantity1
4 Q21k2

and proceed similarly withs, the similarity of the energy
denominator in Eq.~17! with the one obtained using th
nonrelativistic propagator is evident. An estimate of the
curacy of the above approximation at normal densities can
made considering (U/M )&1/10. In such a case the abov
form of E2 yields a propagator equivalent to its nonrelat
istic counterpart with an accuracy better than 1%. This re
supports the use of the nonrelativistic self-consistent sch
to obtain the quasipotentials.

With the above considerations, the calculation of the tw
body effective interaction needed in the full-folding optic
potential proceeds with the proper choice of thes invariant in
Eq. ~17!, and consistent with the starting energyVa defined
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in Eq. ~1!. SinceVa represents the total pair energy of inte
acting nucleons with total momentumQ, the s invariant is
simply given bys5Va

22Q2.

V. APPLICATIONS

A few remarks about the actual implementation of t
computational procedures, aimed at obtaining the fu
folding optical potentialU(E), are noteworthy. First of all,
we use the Slater approximation for the nuclear mixed d
sity f†f in Eq. ~1!. This approximation has been discuss
in the past@6# and becomes particularly suitable for th
present applications, where we rely on the same po
nuclear densities for the target ground state. Furthermore
make use of the infinite nuclear matterg matrix to represent
the effective interaction between the projectile and the tar
nucleon@6#. As a result, theg matrix evaluated at a Ferm
momentumkF is folded with the target ground state dens
r at a local momentumk̂(R). The Slater approximation sug
gests the ansatzkF5 k̂, where the local momentumk̂ is de-
termined from the density byk̂3(R)53p2r(R)/2. These
considerations yield for the full-folding optical model pote
tial

U~k8,k;E!54pE dRei (k82k)•R@rp~R!ḡpN~k8r ,kr !

1rn~R!ḡnN~k8r ,kr !#, ~21!

whererp andrn are the local proton and neutron point de
sities, respectively, andḡNN represent the off-shell Fermi
averaged amplitudes in theNN channel. For a particula
channel this amplitude depends on the nuclear matter den
via kF ~implicit in g), and the local momentumk̂ which sets
the bounds for the Fermi motion of the target nucleons. T
is expressed as

ḡNN~k8,k!5
3

4p k̂3E Q~ k̂2uPu!gK1P~kr8 ,kr ;As!dP,

~22!

whereK5(k1k8)/2 and the relative momentumkr andkr8
are obtained following each of the two relativistic prescr
tions discussed in Appendix A. We stress at this point t
these amplitudes are calculated fully off-shell and that
assumption is made regarding the coordinate space stru
of the g matrix. With these considerations the full-foldin
optical potential becomes a genuine nonlocal operator.
use in the Schro¨dinger equation involves integrodifferen
tial equations which are solved exactly within numeric
accuracy.

The nuclear matter calculations for theg matrix were
done with fully self-consistent fields at various values ofkF .
We have considered the inversion potentials based upon
SP00 phase shift solution with Nijmegen-I, -II, and Reid-
reference potentials~SP00-NIJ1, SP00-NIJ2, and SP0
RE93, respectively!, Argonne reference potential~SP00-
2-6
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EXTENSION OF THE FULL-FOLDING OPTICAL MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024602 ~2002!
AV18!, Paris reference potential~SP00-PARI!, and Gel’fand-
Levitan-Marchenko inversion reference potential~SP00-
INVS!.

A. Medium and Fermi motion effects

To disclose some of the features exhibited by the Fer
averaged effective interaction in the context of the fu
folding approach, we analyze theḡ averages in the proton
proton~pp! and neutron-proton~np! channels. Here we focu
on the on-shell forward matrix element. In this case theḡNN
amplitude depends on the NA projectile momentumuku, the
Fermi momentumkF , and the local momentumk̂. In the
case of the freet-matrix approach for the interaction we s
kF50 but allow for the variation ofP implied by the local
nuclear density to account for the Fermi motion in t
nucleus (uPu< k̂). In the case of ag-matrix element we se
k̂5kF . In Fig. 2 we show the real and imaginary comp
nents ofḡpp andḡnp , based on the SP00-AV18 NNOMP, a
functions of the beam momentum and for the sequenck̂

50.6(0.2)1.4 fm21. In each frame we draw the casek̂
50.6 fm21 with a thick solid curve; the following values o
k̂ depart sequentially from this reference curve. The up
and lower frames correspond tog- and t-matrix results, re-
spectively. To assess the role of the imaginary part of
NNOMP, the results based on the full model are shown in
four leftmost frames with solid curves while the resu
where the imaginary part is suppressed are shown in the
rightmost frames with dashed curves. The two relativis
kinematics prescriptions—Giebink and AAY—yield almo
indistinguishable results for the amplitudes.

FIG. 2. The Fermi-averaged forward amplitudeḡNN at kF

51 fm21 ~upper frames! and t̄ NN ~lower frames! based on the

SP00-AV18 NNOMP at local momentak̂50.6(0.2)1.4 fm21 in the
pp andnp channels, and as functions of the projectile momentu
The four left-most frames represent results using the full NNOM
whereas the four right-most frames with the dashed curves co
spond to results with the imaginary part of the NNOMP suppress

The thick solid curves denote results fork̂50.6 fm21.
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A comparison of results in the upper and lower fram
indicates more dispersion due to the Fermi motion within
g-matrix than in thet-matrix approach. This is a featur
which is more pronounced in the real than the absorp
component of the amplitude. This is a clear indication of t
role of the self-consistent fields in the Fermi-averaged qu
tities. In the context of the full NNOMP, however, the man
festation of this sensitivity becomes diminished at projec
energies above 500 MeV as the real component of all am
tudes foruku above;5 fm21 are significantly smaller than
their imaginary counterparts. Such is not the case at
lower energies, where both the real and imaginary com
nents of the amplitude become comparable. Thus, we do
pect more sensitivity under Fermi motion in the context
the g matrix at projectile energies below 500 MeV.

Another feature that emerges from Fig. 2 is the sensitiv
of the absorptive part ofḡ to the presence of the imaginar
part of the NNOMP. Indeed, when this part is suppressed,
absorptive component of the amplitude saturates ab
;5 fm21, in contrast with the full NNOMP where the tren
of this absorption is to increase. The manifestation of t
feature becomes clear when the Fermi average enters
off-shell in the evaluation of the full-folding potential, a
discussed in the following section.

B. Total cross sections

A global assessment of the full-folding model to the i
clusion of relativistic kinematics and features of the under
ing NN potential model over a wide energy range is ma
first by studying total cross sections for neutron-nucleus e
tic scattering. In Fig. 3 we show the measured@29# and cal-
culated total cross sections for neutron elastic scattering f
16O, 40Ca,90Zr, and 208Pb at beam energies ranging from 10
MeV up to 1 GeV. These cross sections are obtained

.
,
e-
d.

FIG. 3. Total cross section for neutron elastic scattering fr
208Pb,90Zr, 40Ca, and16O as functions of the projectile energy. Th
data @29# are represented with open circles. The solid and das
curves represent full-folding results using theg and t matrix, re-
spectively. The curves corresponding to the full NNOMP a
marked with a triangular label at their right end, whereas th
results with the imaginary part of the NNOMP suppressed are
marked.
2-7
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solving the scattering equations using full-folding optical p
tentials calculated as in Ref.@6#, modified to include the
kinematics discussed in this work. For completeness in
comparison we have considered the full NNOMP within t
g- ~solid curves! andt-matrix ~dashed curves! approaches. In
order to assess the role of the absorptive contribution of
NNOMP, we have also included results suppressing
imaginary part. These results are shown unmarked, whe
those using the full NNOMP have been labeled with a
angle at their right end. The data are represented with o
circles. From this figure we observe a remarkable agreem
between the full NNOMPg-matrix results and the data, pa
ticularly at energies above;200 MeV. Such is not the cas
for the t-matrix approach, or when the imaginary part of t
bareNN potential is suppressed. In the former case the l
of nuclear medium effects becomes pronounced for pro
tile energies as high as 500 MeV in the case of Pb, but
for lighter nuclei. Conversely, the imaginary part of th
NNOMP is crucial for the adequate description of cross s
tion data at beam energies above 400 MeV, as observed w
comparing the labeled and unlabeled curves.

Total reaction cross sections for proton-nucleus ela
scattering at high energies are of increasing interest, par
larly with current trends using spallation facilities with hig
energy beams. Thus, we calculated the total reaction c
section for elastic proton scattering, at beam energies u
1.5 GeV, and compare them with available data@30#. In strict
analogy with the previous applications, and using the no
tions as in Fig. 3, in Fig. 4 we showg- ~solid curves! and
t-matrix ~dashed curves! results that used the full or sup
pressed the imaginary part of the NNOMP. Here again
have marked with triangular labels those results based on
full NNOMP, and left unmarked the ones with the imagina
part suppressed. The data are represented by open ci
The results shown in Fig. 4 used the SP00-AV18 NNOM

FIG. 4. Predicted reaction total cross section for proton ela
scattering from208Pb,90Zr, 40Ca, and16O as functions of the beam
energy. The data were taken from Ref.@30#. The solid and dashed
curves represent full-folding results using theg and t matrix, re-
spectively. The curves corresponding to results based on the
NNOMP have been marked with a triangular label at their right e
whereas those results with the imaginary part of the NNOMP s
pressed are unmarked.
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For this particular observable and energies of our study,
find very similar results among all the NNOMP, i.e., irr
spectively of the reference potential. Again we find little d
ferences between theg- and t-matrix approaches abov
;500 MeV. Thus, medium effects in the interaction a
rather weak~albeit not negligible! at these higher energies
Such is not the case below 400 MeV, particularly in the ca
of Pb, where a clear departure of thet-matrix with respect to
the g-matrix results is observed. However, these differen
are smaller than the ones due to the presence of the im
nary part of the NNOMP. In fact, we can see clear diffe
ences within theg-matrix approach by including and sup
pressing the imaginary part of the NNOMP at energies ab
500 MeV. Since reaction cross section data are scarce a
700 MeV ~only two data points for all four targets!, the
curves~marked with triangles! constitute a high energy pre
diction of our work.

Another feature observed from Figs. 3 and 4 is the tre
of all cross sections to reach a plateau above 650 MeV.
have scrutinized more closely this feature and find that b
sT and sR exhibit an almost linear dependence withA2/3,
with target masses 16<A<208. To illustrate this point we
show in Fig. 5 the calculatedsT andsR as a function ofA2/3.
The solid curves represent results fromg-matrix full-folding
results, based on the SP00-AV18 full NNOMP, at vario
energies; the dotted curves represent the corresponding
sults without the imaginary part of the NNOMP. The dash
curves serve as reference and correspond to the param

ic

ull
,
-

FIG. 5. The reaction cross section (sR) and total cross section
(sT) for proton and neutron elastic scattering as a function ofA2/3

for projectile energies of 650, 800, 1040, 1250, and 1500 MeV. T
solid and dotted curves correspond tog-matrix full-folding results
based on the full and imaginary-suppressed NNOMP, respectiv
The dashed curves correspond to straight lines in terms ofA2/3 ~see
text for details!.
2-8
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forms sT5(20.1910.10A2/3) and sR5(0.0310.052A2/3)
in barn units. Notice, only the full NNOMP results feature
moderate deviation from the parametric forms shown, wh
is not the case in calculations where the imaginary part of
NNOMP was suppressed~dotted curves!. Thus, the absorp
tive part of the NNOMP inhibits the energy dependence
the total cross sections above 700 MeV.

C. Differential cross sections

Differential cross sections and spin observables for ela
scattering remain a challenge for any microscopic theory.
assessment of alternative relativistic kinematics is made w
a comparison of these observables using Giebink and A
relativistic approaches. These results are illustrated in Fig
where the differential cross sectionds/dV, analyzing pow-
ers Ay , and spin rotation functionsQ for p140Ca elastic
scattering at 1.04 GeV are shown as function of momen
transferq. We have usedg matrices together with Giebink
~solid curves! and AAY ~dashed curves! kinematics. This fig-
ure shows the case where the differences should be m
pronounced. Indeed, all the other cases show nearly c
plete overlap between the two cases. Nevertheless, Fi
shows that the two prescriptions yield similar results for

FIG. 6. Sensitivity to the kinematics: the calculated different
cross section~upper frame!, analyzing power~middle frame!, and
spin rotation~lower frame! as functions of the momentum transf
for p140Ca elastic scattering at 1.04 GeV. The results corresp
to nonrelativistic in-medium full-folding optical potentials using
Giebink’s ~solid curves! and AAY ~dashed curves! relativistic
kinematics.
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observables. Some differences can be seen inAy , at momen-
tum transfers above 1.5 fm21, where the AAY lie slightly
above the Giebink kinematics results. We selected for
further calculations the Giebink kinematics.

Next, we study six NNOMP inNA elastic scattering a
various energies with the full-folding model using th
g-matrix approach. We have chosen scattering of prot
from 40Ca and208Pb for which there is a large body of hig
precision data over a wide energy range@31#. The applica-
tions used the full NNOMP with reference to SP00-NIJ
-NIJ2, -PARI, -AV18, -RE93, and -INVS solutions. As i
most cases the differences among these referenceNN poten-
tials are moderate; we have chosen all curves with a sin
pattern. This also helps us to illustrate the level of sensitiv
of NA scattering upon on-shell equivalent potentials with d
ferent off-shell behavior.

Considering that the results presented here correspon
parameter free calculations, the overall description of
elastic scattering data is remarkably good. Only a close
amination of the results shows the limitations of our a
proach. In Fig. 7 forp140Ca scattering at 300, 400, an
497.5 MeV, for instance, we observe a very good agreem
between the full-folding model results for all observabl
and momentum transfers above;1 fm21. However, some
discrepancies remain in the description of low moment
transfer data. In Fig. 8 are shownp140Ca results for ener-
gies between 650 and 1040 MeV. We observe two cur
slightly separated from the rest. Such curves correspon
the SP00-AV18 and SP00-PARI NNOMP, affecting main
the differential cross section and analyzing powers at 8
and 1040 MeV. The possible cause of this feature, and
fact that this is more pronounced in the case of Ca than
Pb, is not fully understood but numerical reasons canno
ruled out. A similar trend is observed in Fig. 9 forp
1208Pb scattering. These limitations have already been
ticed in previous nonrelativistic full-folding calculations

l

d

FIG. 7. Calculated differential cross section~upper frames!, ana-
lyzing power~middle frames!, and spin rotation~lower frames! as
functions of the momentum transfer forp140Ca elastic scattering a
300 MeV, 400 MeV, and 497.5 MeV. All curves are obtained fro
in-mediumfull-folding optical potentials using relativistic kinemat
ics. The data are from Ref.@31#.
2-9
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H. F. ARELLANO AND H. V. von GERAMB PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024602 ~2002!
Thus, the identification of a unique missing element in
approaches, to account for the lowq failures, remains an
open issue. Some possibilities have been discussed
where@5#.

In Figs. 9 and 10 we show results forp1208Pb scattering
at energies between 300 MeV and 1 GeV. With the excep
of the 400 and 497.5 MeV cases, the cross section is v
well described by our calculations. With respect to the s
observables, there is a tendency to lose structure relativ
the measured values at energies above 650 MeV.

D. Approximations

The calculation of optical potentials, within the ful
folding approach used herein, are made without refuge
assumptions either about the local structure of theNN effec-
tive interaction or about the final structure of theNA cou-
pling. In fact, these potentials are treated as nonlocal op

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 7 but at 650 MeV, 800 MeV, and 1
GeV. The data are from Ref.@31#.

FIG. 9. Calculated differential cross section~upper frame!, ana-
lyzing power ~middle frame!, and spin rotation~lower frame! as
functions of the momentum transfer forp1208Pb elastic scattering
at 300 MeV, 400 MeV, and 497.5 MeV. All curves are obtain
from in-mediumfull-folding optical potentials using relativistic ki-
nematics. The data are from Ref.@31#.
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tors and are the result of a detailed account of theNN
effective interaction off-shell. In contrast, the optical pote
tials in the nonrelativistic impulse approximation, discuss
in Ref. @5#, are assumed local and constructed with only o
shell t-matrix elements as effective interaction. Importa
differences have been observed between these two
proaches when applied to intermediate energy~200–400
MeV! NA scattering. An illustration of these differences
made in Fig. 11 for 800 MeVp1208Pb elastic scattering
where the differential cross section, analyzing powers,
spin rotations are shown as function of the momentum tra
fer. The g-matrix full-folding results are represented wit
solid curves. Thet-matrix full-folding results are represente
with long-dashed curves, whereas short-dashed and do
curves are used to represent the results of the off-shelltr and
on-shell tr results, respectively. Clear differences can
seen between theg- and t-matrix results, particularly for the
spin observables. These are pronounced forq*1.5 fm21

which illustrates the level of sensitivity to medium effects
these momentum transfers and for this particular ca
Within the samet-matrix approach, however, the full-foldin
results are similar to those obtained within thetr approxi-
mation. The extent of these sensitivities is comparable
contributions from short range correlations@5#.

The full-folding calculations presented here are first
their kind to be tested at energies as high as;1.5 GeV.
Differences are observed between these and previous res
particularly in the 800 MeV applications at forward angl
@5#. Apart from the locality issue in theNA coupling and the
treatment of theNN effective interaction off-shell, additiona
effects have been included in those local potential calcu
tions and which may cause variations between the res
Particularly relevant seem to be the short range correlat
and electromagnetic spin-orbit contributions to theNA cou-
pling. A careful assessment of these effects in the contex
the full-folding approach is needed. Considering that cal
lations in thetr scheme are much simpler than those in t
full-folding approach, the former becomes quite suitable
exploratory purposes. Quantitative comparisons, however

4 FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9 but at 650, 800, and 1000 MeV.
data are from Ref.@31#.
2-10
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EXTENSION OF THE FULL-FOLDING OPTICAL MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024602 ~2002!
require the inclusion of medium effects within the fu
folding approach.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The nonrelativistic full-folding optical model approac
for NA scattering has been extended into the relativistic
gime. Kinematical issues involving the off-shell Loren
boost of the colliding particles between theNN and theNA
c.m. reference frames have been addressed. Also, ex
nuclear medium effects have been incorporated with the
of microscopicNN effective interaction as obtained in th
framework of the nuclear matterg matrix using an NNOMP
which fully accounts for the inelasticities and isobar res
nances at nucleon energies as high as;3 GeV. The nuclear
matter g matrices were obtained considering both Pa
blocking and self-consistent nuclear fields as in the tra
tional Brueckner theory. Minimal relativity corrections we
extracted from the Brockmann and Machleidt approach
relativistic nuclear matter. Effects arising from Wigner rot
tions and electromagnetic spin-orbit corrections were not
cluded.

The study considered botht-matrix and in-mediumself-
consistentg-matrix approaches. With the inclusion of relati
istic kinematics corrections, in conjunction with a realis
description ofNN resonances and inelasticities by means
an NNOMP, we obtain a good description of both the to

FIG. 11. A comparison ofg-matrix full-folding ~solid curves!,
free t-matrix full-folding ~long-dashed curves!, off-shell ‘‘tr ’’
~short-dashed curves!, and on-shell ‘‘tr ’’ ~dotted curves! results in
the case ofp1208Pb elastic scattering at 800 MeV.
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and the differential scattering observables forNA elastic scat-
tering. The results exhibit a weak sensitivity to the choice
the relativistic approach—AAY or Giebink—to correct th
kinematics. We also observe that medium effects are sig
cant over the whole energy range of our study, although t
are rather weak above 400 MeV. In contrast, the inelastici
of the NN interaction become important above 400 MeV
was observed particularly in the description of the total cr
sections.

Although our study allows a reasonable description of
differential observables at energies as high as 1 GeV inNA
scattering, specific details remain to be explained; nota
the low q behavior of the spin observables in the 400–5
MeV range. As our primary effort has been to provide
parameter-free nonrelativistic framework for the study ofNA
elastic scattering with a minimal account of relativistic e
fects at these high energies, a systematic study of var
other effects has not been pursued in order to keep our
cussion focused. However, future work will scrutinize t
systematics of the calculated observables under the us
alternative densities, mixed density representations, elec
magnetic effects, and higher order correlations. Off-shell
fects arising from the nonlocality range of the separable
scription of the NNOMP above pion threshold also requ
further investigation. Nevertheless, the level of agreem
we have achieved, within the nonrelativistic approach,
comparable to what has been obtained within relativistic
proaches.

The study presented is limited in its value as we have
used a covariant two-body and (A11)-body dynamics. The
approach adopted is a practical one and is largely motiva
and justified by the good agreement of the numerical res
with data. Thus we claim that use of minimal relativity
conjuction withNN optical model interactions, which fully
account for the inelasticities and isobar resonances above
pion threshold, yield quantitative descriptions ofNA scatter-
ing up to energies of 1.5 GeV.
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APPENDIX A: RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS

We have used two prescriptions for the relativistic kin
matics involved in the transformation of the two-body co
liding momenta between the pair c.m. and the project
nucleus c.m. These schemes have been developed
Giebink @22# and by Aaronet al. @20#. The latter has also
been obtained by imposing time reversal invariance on
scattering amplitude@21#.

Following Giebink in the context of a manifestly Loren
invariant two-body transition amplitude, letk5(v̄,k) and
p5( «̄,p) be the projectile and struck-nucleon four-momen
in the projectile-nucleus c.m. The corresponding moment
the exit channel are represented withk8 andp8. In Giebink’s
2-11
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H. F. ARELLANO AND H. V. von GERAMB PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024602 ~2002!
approach the total four-momentum is conserved,

k1p5k81p8[Q, ~A1!

which, to be valid, requires each particle to be off mass sh
The relative momenta in the two-body c.m. is readily o
tained by applying a Lorentz transformation to mome
with a single boostb. This boost is obtained from the invar
ant

~v̄1 «̄ !22~k1p!25S, ~A2!

and from

b5
k1p

v̄1 «̄
5

k81p8

v̄81 «̄8
. ~A3!

With this velocity, a direct calculation yields for the incide
(kr) and outgoing (kr8) relative momenta

kr5
~ «̄1« r !k2~v̄1v r !p

«̄1« r1v̄1v r

,

kr85
~ «̄81« r8!k82~v̄81v r8!p8

«̄81« r81v̄81v r8
. ~A4!

In these expressions the subscriptr denotes the on-mass
shell relative energy

v r5Amp
21kr

2, « r5Amt
21kr

2, ~A5!

wheremp andmt represent the masses of the projectile a
struck-nucleon, respectively. In all the above expressions
magnitude of the relative momentumkr

2 is needed. It can be
shown that

kr
25

1

4S
j2~S,k2,p2!, ~A6!

where thej function is defined as

j~x,y,z!5A~x2y2z!224yz. ~A7!

Notice that thej function in Eq. ~A6! is evaluated at the
off-mass-shell invariantsk25v̄22k2 and p25 «̄22p2. The
actual implementation of Giebink’s procedure faces the
ficulty of improper Lorentz transformations that occur wh
S in Eq. ~A2! becomes negative; this happens for very la
momentak1p. However, as the bound-state wave functio
of the struck nucleons confine the momentum distribution
p to magnitudes below;2 fm21, such improper contribu-
tions occur for very largek and k8, affecting only far off-
shell matrix elements inU(k8,k). A way to circumvent this
difficulty is to restrict S in Eq. ~A2! near on-mass-shell
Thus, we approximate

S'mp
21mt

212v̄«̄22k•p. ~A8!
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Averaging the Fermi motion of the target nucleons (p) al-
lows the simplification

S→So5mp
21mt

212v̄«̄. ~A9!

Consistent with the above, the following forms are obtain
for the relative energies:

v r5
v̄«̄1mt

2

ASo

, « r5
v̄«̄1mp

2

ASo

. ~A10!

ClearlyASo5v r1« r , which is a handy result for the energ
denominators in Eq.~A4!. The full-folding calculations fol-
lowing Giebink relativistic kinematics were made using«̄

5 «̄85M and v̄5v̄85M1E, with M the nucleon mass.
In the relativistic prescription developed by Aaron a

collaborators@20#, the relative momenta for the incomin
and outgoing channels require different boost velocities.
each channel the particles are set on-mass-shell and the
responding boost is represented by Eq.~A3!. The resulting
relative momentum exhibits the same structure as the
given by Eq.~A4! but with the substitutionv̄→v(k) and
«̄→«(p). A direct calculation yields for the magnitude

kr
25

1

4sin
j2~sin ,mp

2 ,mt
2!, ~A11!

where

sin5@«~p!1v~k!#22~p1k!2. ~A12!

An analogous result is obtained for the outgoing channe

APPENDIX B: ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE
THE NNOMP FROM DATA

Consider that there are three distinct Hamiltonians@4#.
They are thereferenceHamiltonianH0, a projectedHamil-
tonian HPP , and afull optical modelHamiltonianH. The
first of these, the reference HamiltonianH0ªT1V0, invokes
a given potentialV0 for which one can find Schro¨dinger
equation reference solutions. The physical outgoing soluti
c0ªc0

1(r ,k,E) of H0 we assume yields a unitaryS matrix.
We assume further that this Hamiltonian is completely spe
fied such that evaluation of any quantity, wave functionS
matrix, K matrix, etc., is facilitated. The Feshbach projecti
operator formalism gives the projected Hamiltonian,PH0P
5HPP . We assume completeness,P1Q51, and a finite
rank representation of theQ space,

Qª(
i 51

N

uF i&K F iU5(
i 51

N U i L ^ i u, ~B1!

with theQ space basis functionsuF i& interpreted as doorway
states. With these doorway states we make the link betw
the QCD and the hadronic sectors, the latter encompas
nucleons, mesons and other free particles. Thus we ass
that meson creation/annihilation occurs only in the high
2-12
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u i &$^FuG0
1uF&% i j

21^ j u5u i &l i j ^ j u5:L i j ~r ,r 8!. ~B5!

Note then that the definition ofQ space gives a specification
of the separable strengthsl i j ( ls j ,E) that is unique. The re-
sultant Eq.~B4! has the form of a first order Born approxi-
mation but in fact it is an exact result.

To proceed, initially we abandon the exactitude of Eq.
~B4! and require the strength matrix,

l i j 5$^FuG0
1uF&% i j

21 , ~B6!

to be constrained asymptotically by the experimentalS ma-
trix of the full Hamiltonian Schro¨dinger equation, i.e., as-
ymptotically we induceucP&5uCH&. This implies that com-
plex optical model strengthsl i j emerge as a result of
matching to Riccati-Hankel functions and nonunitaryS ma-
trices with

uCH&5ucP&;
1

2i
@2h2~rk !1h1~rk !S~k!#. ~B7!

The strengthsl i j then can be simply determined from the
linear system of equations

1

2i
h1~Rk!@S~k!2S0~k!#5(

i j
G0

1u i &l i j ^ j uc0
1&. ~B8!

To reinforce a Lippmann-Schwinger equation, with the ex-
perimentalS matrix as boundary condition or equivalently
with strengthsl i j from Eq. ~B8!, a transformation of the
separable potential Eq.~B5! is made. This is achieved with

V~r ,r 8!ªL
1

~12G0
1L!

, ~B9!

which contains the separable potentials as defined with Eq.
~B5! but whose strengths now are solutions of Eq.~B8!. As
the transformation Eq.~B9! contains integration of orthonor-
mal functions, only strengths are altered. Using this optical
model in the full Hamiltonian, physical solutions are ob-
tained with reference solutionsuc0& and Green’s function
G0

1 of the reference HamiltonianH0 by means of the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation

uCH&5uc0&1G0
1VuCH&. ~B10!
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nonlinear QCD sector so thatQ space wave functions ar
projections of such processes onto hadronic particle coo
nates. The third of our Hamiltonians, thefull optical model
Hamiltonian, comprises the reference HamiltonianH0 and
the proper optical model potentialV. That potential is com-
plex and nonlocal, and is taken to be separable of finite ra
HªT1V01V(r ,r 8; ls j ,E).

The Schro¨dinger equation specified withH has regular
physical solutions C1

ªC1(r ,k,E) whose asymptotic
boundary conditions we deem to match theexperimental
elastic channelS matrix. Specifically, for these experiment
Smatrices we have used the continuous solutions SP00 f
the Virginia group@26#. The reference potentialV0 and sepa-
rable potential form factors are still to be specified in de
with the application.

To obtain the optical potential on the basis of a giv
reference potential, we express first the solutions of the p
jected Hamiltonian in terms of the reference Hamiltoni
and thea priori definedQ space projector. The Lippmann
Schwinger equation,

ucP&5uc0&2(
j

G0
1u j &^ j uHQPucP&, ~B2!

is still very general and does not depend upon a spe
representation. However, in the following we assume a p
tial wave expansion and the following equations are ide
fied as radial equations with the set of quantum numb
suppressed.

As projector orthogonalityPQ5QP50 implies that

^ j uHQPucP&5(
i

N

$^FuG0
1uF&% j i

21^ i uc0&, ~B3!

the solutions of Eq.~B2! can be written in terms ofuc0& as

ucP&5uc0&2(
i j

N

G0
1u i &$^FuG0

1uF&% i j
21^ j uc0&

5uc0&2(
i j

N

G0
1L i j uc0&, ~B4!

wherein one can identify a separable potential
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